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Abstract
In this paper, the applications of sol–gel materials and process to semiconductor industry are introduced. Based on the sol–gel technique,
the spin-on glass (SOG) fabrication techniques to realize thin and thick films are presented hereby. The thin films were patterned by liquid
embossing techniques. For thick films, the film thickness can reach more than 200 mm. The whole process is a novel fabrication technique for
thick SOG films, which can be performed at very low temperature without using molds. It is excluded from the original thermal deposition
techniques required very high temperature or vacuum facilities. Furthermore, the requirement of the sol–gel process for equipments is simple
and much less expensive. The desired microstructure can be obtained directly by organic solvent development after deep X-ray lithography
(DXRL). Finally, the film structures were investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which shows that the films have the same
characteristics of the thermal silicon dioxide after DXRL.
# 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The sol–gel process is a series procedure involving a
solution or a sol undergoing the sol–gel transition, which
includes hydrolyzation, condensation (sol formation), evaporation (a viscous liquid status) and a gel transition (glass
forming). The chemical reaction can be summarized in
Eqs. (1) and (2).
MðORÞn þ nH2 O ! MðOHÞn þ nRðOHÞ hydrolyzation
(1)
n
MðOHÞn ! MOn=2 þ H2 O polycondensation
2

(2)

where M and MðORÞn represent metal and metal alkyl
radical, respectively.
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The sol–gel process is currently well accepted as a
simple and important technique to form thin films and
coatings, which can be applied on substrates, such as
metal, plastic, and ceramics by spin coating, dip
coating, draining or spraying. Though it also needs to
be condensed by heating, it is excluded from any deposition techniques, which make the complicated vacuum
facilities necessary.
In the semiconductor industry, the sol–gel technique
also refers to spin-on glass (SOG) method, due to silicon
dioxide (silica/SiO2) forming. Silica obtained from SOG
can substitute thermally grown SiO2 in some fields, such
as dielectric layers, planarization layers, cap layers,
dopant diffusion sources, implant barrier masks, multilayer resist patterning, and electronic packaging [1].
Compared with the fabrication methods of thermally
grown SiO2, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
physical vapor deposition (PVD), plasma-assisted deposition and thermal growth, the sol–gel SOG method is
exclude from high temperature or vacuum facilities.
Furthermore, the films can be coated inside or outside
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some complex shapes over large areas simultaneously and
uniformly.

2. SOG film coating and fabrication technology
2.1. Film coating
Thin SOG films are normally obtained by spin coating
or dip coating, while the coating thickness is dependent on
the methods and materials. There has been reported that
the SOG thickness was limited to about 400–600 nm for
the polysiloxane type and 300–400 nm for the silicate
type.
Thick SOG films available are tending to crack and lose
process integrity due to internal stress [2]. Electrophoretic
sol–gel deposition is a method to obtain thick films in short
time. Changing the electrodeposition time can control the
film thickness. Moreover, the coating can be carried out at
the substrates with complex forms [3].
Several other methods are also reported for thick SOG
film formation. One is a multiple coating procedure.
Another is incorporation of a suitable additive that can
change the morphology of the SOG and make it more
tolerant to shrinkage. There has been reported that
GR650 can be directly cast on the bare wafer by adding
acid in the solution [4]. But this method cannot make a highaspect-ratio structure till now. There also has the report
avoiding the film cracking by using of the chemical additives–drying control chemical additives (DCCA), which
modify the surface tension of the interstitial liquid and pore
size, resulting in a crack-free dried gel after heat treatment
[5]. The third method is to reduce film stress by using a
substrate with the thermal expansion coefficient matching
that of a SOG film.
2.2. Fabrication
Sol–gel processing allows the molding method for the
arbitrarily shaped silica monoliths. There are reports about
fabricating silica micro-lenses by hot-embossed PMMA
molds [6], and using nickel molds to realize MCP structures
more than 200 mm thickness [7]. Recently, liquid embossing
[8] and microcontact printing [9] are also used as the
processing methods. In this work, we also applied the liquid
embossing technique to pattern thin SOG film, and the
results were shown in the experiment part. While these
methods are limited by mold structures, large, thick and
freestanding structures are confined to some degree.
Obviously, the ability to dispense with mold microfabrication is of great interest.
SOG was found insoluble to solvent after energy irradiation due to a cross-linking reaction. The sources for exposure
are including UV or deep UV lithography [10,11], ion beam
[2,12,13], e-beam lithography [13], focused ion beam [13],
and X-ray lithography.

After exposure, SOG materials can be both as positive and
negative resist depending on the developer. In the exposed
region, the structure of ladder silicon SOG is changed to the
silicon dioxide-like structure, thus rendering it soluble in
hydrofluoric acid [14]. This is why ladder silicon SOG
materials can work as positive resist. Oppositely, the unexposed area dissolves in most non-polar organic solvents,
which make it work as negative resist. For example, the
GR650 film, which is a kind of ladder silicon SOG, can be
both as positive resist and negative resist under the DXRL.
However, the thickness of the developed films was limited to
15 mm as positive resist [4,15].
Here, a process to produce crack-free, smooth silica-like
films up to 200 mm thick at reasonable low temperature
75 8C is a novel approach to form and pattern very thick film
structures by DXRL without using molds.

3. Thin SOG film patterned by liquid embossing
Liquid embossing is a physical process to create features
in functional materials. It essentially roots from basic principles of microcontact printing, which is based on molecular
pattern transfer from an electrometric stamp to a solid
substrate by conformal contact.
Before patterning the thin SOG films, we need the stamps
for liquid embossing. The PDMS elastomer or silicon rubber
is used by most researches in fabrication of stamps.
SOG layers are used to transfer patterns. A relatively thin
layer of SOG was applied to Si wafer by using conventional
spin coating method. The thin films obtained were very
consistent for a range of liquid materials including viscosity,
vapor pressure, surface wetting. By using PDMS stamp the
SOG layer was embossed and was heated at 75 8C for 14 h in
oven with sufficient ramp. After curing good replication of
PDMS stamp’s pattern was formed. Fig. 1 shows the patterns
on thin SOG films. From the picture, we saw there was
residual at the edges of the patterns, which may result from
the demolding process.

Fig. 1. SEM picture of patterns on thin SOG films.
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4. Thick SOG film patterned by DXRL
4.1. Experiment
Thick SOG film on silicon wafers is prone to fail for
cracking, which results from shrinkage during drying. Cracking of the film occurs when the SOG continues to adhere to
the substrate as shrinkage takes place, which results in a buildup of tensile stress within the SOG film [16].
The third method mentioned above was employed in this
work to produce a firm, transparent, crack-free, thick film. A
layer of Teflon was used as a matching layer between silicon
and GR650 thick film, due to the thermal expansion coefficient of Teflon matches that of GR650 very well. (The thermal
expansion coefficient of GR650 resin is 130  106 8C1,
and that of the Teflon (PTFE) is 124  106 8C1 [4].)
The sample with PTFE as a base layer and a confinement
ring was shown in Fig. 2. We used a syringe with 0.2 mm
filter to cast the GR650 solution into the confinement area.
The whole sample was needed to be evacuated at 200 mbar
for 5–8 min to get rid of bubbles and remove the solvents for
good quality and adhesion of the solid film on the base layer.
After that, the sample was put into the Heraers oven for soft
baking at the temperature 75 8C. The more detailed fabrication procedures were listed in the paper [17].
Then, the sample was ready for deep X-ray lithography
(DXRL). Using DXRL to directly pattern the SOG films is a
novel and promising method. GR650 is theoretically capable
of being processed both as a positive and a negative X-ray
resist. In this work, we are showing GR650 as negative resist
after DXRL.
We choose methanol as the developer. As negative resist,
the GR650 film with a sufficient dose of X-ray irradiation
can cause cross-linking and it will not be dissolved in the
developer. This is the mechanism that our work is based on.
The sample was held in a wafer holder with the face down in
the methanol at 25 8C. A stir was set to rotate at 120 rpm. A
5 min development in methanol was sufficient to remove the
unexposed region. The sample was then immersed in the DI
water to get rid of the residual methanol. After that, it was
dried gently by nitrogen. Longer time should be avoided
because the developer may attack the exposed regions. We
got very clean structures by applying 100% methanol to
develop the irradiated GR650 films.

high dose irradiation samples. Thus, the reason for top edge
residual may be because of the higher dose on top than that
in the bottom.
4.2.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a technique
using X-ray to eject photoelectrons from the surface atoms
of the material being analyzed. XPS gives the information
about the elements and bonds existing on the surface of a
sample. We performed XPS analysis on the microstructure
before and after DXRL and compared the results.
Fig. 5 shows the results. Here, 1 is the SOG film before
DXRL, 2 is the SOG film after DXRL and 3 is the SiO2
gotten from thermal growth. From this figure, we see that the
composition of the SOG film after DXRL is similar to that of
the thermally grown one.

Fig. 2. Substrate with the base layer and the confinement ring.

Fig. 3. SEM of microstructure patterned by DXRL showing height.

4.2. Results
4.2.1. SEM
The following pictures Figs. 3 and 4 show the microstructures taken by SEM. The height of the microstructures
is about 200 mm.
From the pictures, we see some white residuals at part top
edge of the structures, which is a common occurrence.
Longer immersion time in methanol or quicker stirring of
the solvent could not solve the problem. Through several
experiments, we found that unclear edges occurred in the
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Fig. 4. SEM of showing edge residual.
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Fig. 5. XPS analysis of different elements concentration.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the sol–gel process and their applications are
reviewed. A process for fabricating 200 mm SOG microoptical structures by deep X-ray lithography (DXRL) is
presented, and showed the method is a novel approach
for fabricating very thick SOG films. Through the XPS
analysis, we found the constitution of the microstructures
is similar to that of the thermally grown SiO2. The SOG films
gotten from this procedure can replace the thermally grown
SiO2 in some fields. Moreover, we showed some results of
thin SOG films patterned by liquid embossing method,
which is also a novel method for pattern transferring. There
are many potential applications and promising directions for
both thin and thick SOG films, such as higher microstructures resulted from positive and negative resist, three-dimensional structures, integrity with the other materials like
conducting polymer, etc.
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